
CHAPTER 1
TREND OF MOBILE

WIRELESS

1.1 HISTORY OF MOBILE CELLULAR

In order to classify in this book the generations for mobile cellular development, it may
be logical to use the multiple access schemes. The analog frequency division multiple ac-
cess (FDMA) systems are 1G systems. The digital time division multiple access (TDMA)
systems with circui switching are 2G systems. The code division multiple access (CDMA)
systems with packet/circuit switching are 3G systems, and some different advanced mo-
bile access technology used with an all Internet protocol (IP) network will be called 4G.
However, because each technology itself is advanced with time, we use time periods to
classify the generations. Those, analog systems are 1G, digital voice systems are 2G, dig-
ital voice/data systems are B2G, and broadband digital systems are 3G. Wireless local
area network/wireless metropolitan area network (WLAN/WMAN) are B3G systems, and
very-high-speed data-rate systems are 4G systems.

1.1.1 AMPS System (First-Generation System)

In 1964, Bell Laboratories formed a mobile communication department after the U.S.
Congress took away the satellite communications business from AT&T. The early wireless
networks only concentrated on voice communication. In the beginning, the analog systems
named HCMTS (high-capacity mobile telephone system) were developed at Bell Labs in
the period 1964–1974. The HCMTS used an FM modulation with a bandwidth of 30 kHz
for both signaling and voice channels. The FM modulation index for voice is 4 which is the
ratio of the frequency deviation (12 kHz) and the voice frequency (3 kHz). The signaling rate
is 10 kbps. The system also migrated new handoff features. At that time, there was no stan-
dard organization for wireless mobile systems. AT&T made its standard for HCMTS1 the
first-generation cellular system. Later, the standard EIA (Electronic Industrial Association)
named the system IS-3 (Interim Standard 3). EIA merged with TIA (Telecommunication
Industrial Association) and was then called TIA-EIA. The new name for the system, AMPS
(Advanced Mobile Phone Service),2−5 was used since 1976, and the system was deployed
in 1984. Bell Labs in 1975 awarded OKI a contract to manufacture the first 200 mobile
phones (car phones), as AT&T could not be permitted to manufacture the car phones ac-
cording to the FCC’s ruling. Then next year, a total of 1800 car phones were awarded to
OKI, E.F. Johnson, and Motorola—each manufactured 600 car phones. Bell Labs built car
phone testing equipment. All the phones made by the three companies had to pass the test,
which none passed the first time. The world’s first 2000 car phones were used in the Chicago
Trial in 1977. The system specification was finalized after the trial. The U.S. cellular system
could not commercialize until the FCC divided the allocated 20-MHz cellular spectrums
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into two: one 10 MHz went to telephone companies (wirelines) called Band B and the other
10 MHz went to paging/dispatch companies (non-wireline) called Band A, and the Band B
system began deployment in 1984. The specification of AMPS is described in Chapter 3.

Therefore, Japan NTT (Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Co.) deployed its version of
AMPS in Tokyo in 1979, which was the first commercial system in the world. The NTT
systems had no diversity scheme at the base, and the signaling used was multitone signaling
at a rate of 300 tones/s. The service cost was high, and the voice quality was unsatisfactory.
After AMPS deployed in the United States, the voice quality was outstanding, and the
service cost was much lower than the NTT system. Then, the United Kingdom modified the
AMPS system with a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz, called Total Access Communication
System (TACS). Besides, the Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) majority deployed in four
Nordic countries; the system C450 in Germany and cordless phone 2 (CT2) in the United
Kingdom were also served in the market, but they were not cellular systems. Because the
technology in the 1980s could not make a handset phone, the analog AMPS systems were
designed and used as car phones, and the car battery supplied the power. The coverage for
each cell was around an area of 8 miles radius.

1.1.2 Second-Generation System

In 1983, Europe started to develop GSM6−9 (the original name was called Group of Special
Mobile, then was changed to Global System for Mobile). GSM is a digital TDMA system
and was first deployed in Germany in 1991. It was the first digital mobile cellular system
in the world. The specification of GSM is described in Section 4.2.

In 1987, due to the fast-growing number of subscribers, the capacity of AMPS became
an issue. Then, the North American TDMA (NA-TDMA) was voted as a digital standard
in 1988 for trying to solve the capacity issue. The specification of NA-TDMA is appeared
in Section 4.3. However, TDMA technology might not be the right choice for future needs.

In 1989, Qualcomm was starting to develop CDMA with great assistance from PacTel
in financial, technical, and spectrum issues; the CDMA system could have a capacity
that was 10 times more than AMPS according to theoretical analysis at that time. To
prove the technology, PacTel in 1990 migrated its 1.25 MHz (40 AMPS channels) from
12.5-MHz spectrum bandwidth in 800 MHz for trialing a CDMA system in the San Diego
market. At that time, performance of the analog systems in San Diego suffered because
of the CDMA trial. Nevertheless, PacTel believed that a new technology was needed for
the future. In 1993, after the U.S. market reached 1 million analog mobile subscribers, this
high-capacity CDMA digital system10−12 was born. The system is described in Section 4.4.
In 1994, PacTel’s name was changed to AirTouch. AirTouch pursued the deployment of its
commercial CDMA systems.

In 1989, the United Kingdom had released the PCN (Personal Communications Net-
works) licensed band in 1900 MHz and awarded four licenses through a beauty contest.
Later, PCN adopted the GSM system. Also, the 900-MHz spectrum of the TACS band was
migrated to GSM as well. In 2000, GSM had a data transmission enhancement called GPRS
(General Packet Radio Service), which could use any number of time slots among the total
eight slots for sending data. The data rate is from 14.4 kbps to 64 kbps. There is another
high-speed data enhancement called EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution),
which modulations are changed from GMSK (Gaussian minimum shift keying) to 8 PSK
(phase shift keying). The transmission data rate can be up to 500 kbps. The EDGE is de-
scribed in Sec. 5.2. In 1990, Japan had developed its PDC (Personal Digital Cellular).13

The 12.5-kHz offset the 25-kHz channels, thus the number of channels were increased in
the system. It is a TDMA cellular system operating at 800 MHz and 1.5 GHz. The structure
of PDC is very similar to that of NA-TDMA, and is described in section 4.5.2.
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In 1995, the CDMA IS-95 was the first CDMA system (later called cdmaOne in 1998)
using 1.25-MHz bandwidth. It was suggested by PacTel that the operator could give up
one tenth of the spectrum from analog spectrum to create a CDMA channel and generate
at least twice the capacity of the entire analog system for voice. The CDMA systems were
commercialized in Hong Kong, Los Angeles, and Seattle almost at the same time in early
1995. However, those systems themselves were not fully developed at that time.

In 1996, the Korean market demonstrated the merit of the CDMA system. From January
1996 to September 1996, the number of subscribers went from zero to 1 million in 9 months.
The Korean CDMA systems observed their expected high capacity. In 1999, cdma1X was
developed. It can have a data rate up to 64 kbps (see Section 5.6). In 2000, cdma1X created
an EVDO (Enhanced Version of Data Only) option14−15. It was using a 1.25-MHz channel
dedicated for data only. It can transmit 2 Mbps while the terminal is nomadical and 384 kbps
while in motion. The TDM scheme is used in the EVDO. Then, in 2004, EVDV (Enhanced
Version for Data and Voice) became another option to implement on a 1.25-MHz channel
to have 2 Mbps data plus voice. EVDO and EVDV are sometimes called CDMA2000 1X
systems. Both EVDO and EVDV are described in Section 6.8.

1.1.3 3G Systems

In 1997, 3G (third generation) had been suggested mainly by DoCoMo and Ericsson
and cdmaOne was called 2.5G. At that time, all the system providers around the world
did not ask for 3G but were told by the vendors to prepare for the future.

In 1998, there were 13 proposals submitted to ITU. Three of them were chosen by OHG
(Operator Harmonization Group) for ITU. Wideband CDMA WCDMA,14 CDMA2000,15

and UTRA-TDD (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access -TDD TD-SCDMA (Time Division-
Synchrous CDMA) are all 5-MHz bandwidth channels. Ericsson and DoCoMo mainly
developed WCDMA. The carrier bandwidth is 5 MHz and the chip rate is 3.84 Mcps. One
version of 3G systems, called FOMA (Freedom of Mobile Multimedia Access), has been
deployed in Japan. FOMA’s handsets can have a higher data rate and be operated in the
WCDMA system but not the other way around. CDMA200015 has been developed from
cdma1X with a channel bandwidth of 1.25 MHz and a chip rate of 1.2288 Mcps and be-
comes cdma3X with a bandwidth of 3.75 MHz and a chip rate of 3.68 Mcps. cdma3X is a
multicarrier CDMA system. Its downlink is 3× 1.25 MHz, and its uplink is a wideband 3.75
MHz. WCDMA and CDMA2000 are using frequency division duplexing (FDD) spectrum.
The 3G systems, UTRA-TDD/TD-SCDMA, are using time division duplexing (TDD) spec-
trum implementing multicode, multislot, and orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF)
technologies. UTRA-TDD developed in Europe with its bandwidth of 5 MHz and carrier
chip rate of 3.84 Mcps. TD-SCDMA, developed in China, had a channel bandwidth of 1.6
MHz and a carrier chip rate of 1.2288 Mcps. TD-SCDMA can be used as a multicarrier
(3×) CDMA system. All 36 systems are described in chapter 6.

To choose a channel bandwidth of 5 MHz for WCDMA creates difficulty in design-
ing a CDMA radio channel. First, the bandwidth of 5 MHz had not been studied in-depth
to determine whether it was an optimum bandwidth for mobile cellular before choos-
ing it. Second, many multipaths were unexpectedly received in a 5-MHz bandwidth than
that received by the conventional CDMA system with a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz. Thus,
more studies were needed to understand the multipath phenomenon in a bandwidth of 5
MHz. Therefore, the delay in developing the WCDMA system was not avoidable. Since
2000, the postponement of deploying the WCDMA system continued year after year. In
the United Kingdom, the 3G spectrum licenses were auctioned in 1999 and awarded in
2000 to four system providers. Vodafone was one of the four system providers. Vodafone
bet US 10 billion in order to win the license for a 30-MHz (2× 15 MHz) nationwide
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FDD system in the United Kingdom. Vodafone has already waited for 5 years and is very
concerned about the 3G developments not only in Europe, but worldwide.

1.1.4 4G Systems

In the past 20 years, wireless networks have evolved from an analog, single medium (voice),
and low data rate (a few kilobits per second) system to the digital, multimedia, and high data
rate (ten to hundreds of megabits per second) system of today. Future systems will be based
on user’s demands as the fourth-generation (4G) cellular system. Many rich applications
need high-speed data rates to achieve them.

ITU in July 2003, had made a requirement for 4G system as follows:16

1. At a standstill condition, the transmission data rate should be 1 Gbps.

2. At a moving condition, the transmission data rate should be 100 Mbps.

Any proposed system that can meet these requirements with less bandwidth and higher
mobile speed will be considered. It is a beauty contest. With this high-speed data system,
many advanced applications for the users can be realized. A potential 4G system could be
used in the family of OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing), because the
WMAN described in Section 7.4.2 using OFDM can have a transmission data rate of 54–
70 Mbps, which is much higher than the CDMA system can provide. The 4G perspective
systems using OFDM are described in Chapter 18.

1.1.5 Other Cellular–Like Systems

In 1989, the United Kingdom had developed a cordless phone called CT-2 system.17 It
was the first digital mobile radio system to use handsets. The total spectrum bandwidth is
4 MHz in 800 MHz. The channel access is FDMA/TDD. The channel bandwidth is 100-kHz
spacing, thus there are 40 channels. The two-way conversation can be sent out but cannot
be received, just like a portable telephone booth. The United Kingdom has issued the CT-2
system to four operators for the reason of fair competition. Each operator can provide many
phone zones, and each one has 10 channels to serve its subsidiaries. Because there was no
coordination in radio operation among the operators and, also because the phone zones of
each operator were not properly located, the radio interference problem among the four oper-
ators could not be solved. Ericsson had developed an upgrade system from the CT-2 version,
originally called DCT900, and then changed to CT-3.18 Its channel bandwidth was 1 MHz
with 64 time slots. Overall data rate was 640 kbps. CT3 did not really deploy into mobile
markets but was used for fixed wireless application with PBX (Private Branch Exchange).

DECT (Digital European Cordless Telecommunication System)19 is a European standard
system. It is also a CT2-like system operating at 1.8 GHz and its channel bandwidth is 1.728
MHz. It is a TDD system with 12 slots; 6 time slots for downlink and 6 for uplink. It used
the public network to have mobile communication within the home or to provide business
communication locally and mainly provide wireless local loops. DECT was deployed in
regional areas in Europe as described in Section 4.5.

PHS (Personal Handy Phone)20 is a TDD system operating at 1.9 GHz and supporting
personal communication services; the channel bandwidth is 300 kHz. There are eight time
slots in each channel. Among all the PHS channels, some slots are sending, some slots
receiving at the same time. In 1995, there were four PHS operators in Japan. The number
of subscribers reached 7 million, but none of them were making profit. Finally, DoCoMo
consolidated with the other three, using the wireline switches instead of mobile phone
switches, and started to survive the PHS business. In 1999, PHS went to China, called
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